
About Alison Levesley 
Alison’s deep insight, healing words, and emphatic sensing 
create a beyond belief awareness, and has transformed and 
healed thousands of individuals and provided guidance for 
relationships all over the world.  Her ability to truly connect 
with people on so many levels allows her to deliver 
overwhelming, transformative messages in a way that can be 
understood and accepted.  She will be with you to hold the 
energy to allow for deepest healing and transformations to 
take place.


Magic happens when women come together in unity 
and sharing
Be present and gather together in reconnecting with your 
Goddesses as we explore and embrace into our greatness.


Free yourself from the restrictions and history of patriarchal 
society which have been developed over time. Be the woman 
you truly here to be! 


Reconnect with love, nurturing and trusting in your inner 
knowing and be in the power and beauty of your truth?


Release generations wounds associated with being a woman, 
which are not just affecting us but our future generations as 
well. These wounds which we carry are not only for ourselves 
but also those from our mothers, and grandmothers and 
theirs generations before them.

18th to 21st Oct 2017         
Females participants only 

Special Introduction Price :      
RM 4200 or SGD1400 / pax 

Full payment must be make one week 
before the start of the retreat.   

To register :    

Contact Queelie Tan                            
WhatsApp +6591818028                   
Email: aease67@gmail.com     
Facebook : Ease67      

Highlights :                 

•Goddess gathering through 
ceremonies               

•Connecting with the higher group 
consciousness                      

•Group consciousness clearing of 
our limitations of feminine                                   

•Release through shamanic  journey                                    

•Deeper mediation                

•Forgiveness of our ancestors.                             

•Soul contract revocation female 
sexuality               

•Fun, music and so much 
more 。。。        

Payment mode :  

Malaysia: Hong Leong Bank A/
38001003448                             
Singapore: POSB Saving                          
A/C:151101470  

Accommodation :  

Enderong Resort is located at Janda 
Baik, Pahang, Malaysia. 

LIBERATING THE GODDESS WITHIN 
A spiritual retreat of healing and freedom 
                                                                                       by Alison Levesley 

What does it mean to be a woman in this day and age? It’s say that woman would change the 
world, so we need to step up into our strength and power,  connecting with our nature feminine 

qualities to empower woman to open in all their glory.
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